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INTRODUCTION
It is the purpose of this work to show that the prin-
ciples proclaimed by Victor Hugo in the Fftf£ace de Crom-
well and presumably put into practice in Hernani and the
other Romantic dramas were not new for France. The devel-
opment of the French dramatic theory and practice in the
18th century will be studied and an effort made to show
th^t the principles and doctrines of the Romantic drama
had been enunciated and put into practice in that century
by various French dramatists and critics. No effort will
be made to demonstrate the direct influence of Shakespeare
and other foreign dramatists upon the Romantic drama.
(
/The Preface de Cromwell , that document which has been
called the manifesto o P dramatic liberty, written in 1827,
contains most of the doctrines o£ the Romantic school of
^rench orama. It is probably the most widely read of all
"rench dramatic prefaces and the impossible play that it
precedes is probably the least read of all -rench dramas,
-i document that proclaims liberty in any domain must be
directed -gainst conditions that are beleived to be restric
tive - in this case, the restrictive conditions were the
rules of French classical tragedy. It is desirable, there-
fore, that a brief summary be made of tnose rules and condi
tions.
?rench classical tragedy reached its greatest develop-
ment during the years I606- 1685. According to the rules
hich had been developed under the classic tradition, a
tragedy must be written in _.le : andrine lines in alternating
couplets o~ masculine and "eminine rhymes, and the unities
of time, place, and action must be rigorously observed. The
subjects of tragedy should be chosen rom ancient history,
mythology, or legend, and the characters should represent
kings, queens, or others in aristocratic society.
Classical tragedy had a at /tely dignity and was "ten
filled with beautiful verses and long tirades. Violent ac-
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1tions were not allowed on the stage and the taste o.f the
age had to be treated with a certain elegant and restricted
vocabulary. The noble and refined verses vere declaimed in a
digni ?ied ~ashion and the aim was to express the great pas-
sions that moved the aristocratic char cters. The writer of
classical tragedies was interested in universals rather than
particulars and did not treat the individual characteristics
which distinguish particular men. The comedy of the time was
distinct "rom the tragedy and dealt .vith the vices and dif-
ficulties o ? the lower classes. The rules" hich governed
comedy /ere less restrictive than tnose that governed the
tragedy and the writers o" comedy did not nave to submit
to the classical rules.
The cla sical rules .ere sacred .nd reflected the tend-
ency of the rench mind towards rationalism and abstractions.
Infractions of the rules v.ere not tolerated and the mixture
o- comedy and tragedy was not permitted. Tragedy was merely
reflecting the formality and the conventionality of the
court of Louis XIT. It must be understood that this type
of tragedy was written for the nobi_ity and was very suc-
cessful; o'' course, its success was due to the social con-
ditions existing at that time. A'ter all, success usually
comes :"rom oleasing one's patrons and the successful dram-
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3atists of the time were those who recognized this act and
were also able to do so. Hacine and Corneille, the greatest
ritecs of Trench classical tragedy, were great poets nd
also had a more than ordinary talent por the theatre. The
lasting ualities if their works attest to its value.
The success of lacine and Corneille da.zled later /rit-
ers who had less talent and who sought to imitate the masters.
The resultant sterility Of their orks is veil- recognized.
It was against these rules and the efforts of later writers
to imitate the modelsof the masters that the ffre ?ace was
aimed
•
Let us now take up th e Preface and summarize its demands
and then by studying the works and criticisms o ;^ the 18th cen-
tury writers sh&w that these demands had lready been made and
executed in practice.
In its negative aspects, Romantic tragedy, according to
the Preface
,
would destroy all of the conventionalities which
ere strangling dramatic art. It was , as has been remarked,
a cry for liberty. Disons-le done hardiment," Hugo says«"Le
temps
-eldest venu, et il serait Strange u'a cette e'poque, la
liberte", comme la lumie*re, oenetrat partout, excepts dans ce
-<u'il y a de dIus nati/ement libre au monde, les choses de
r
la pensee*. Ilettons le marteau dans les theories; les "ooetiques
et les syste\mes. Jetons bad ce vieux ola*trage ;ui masque la
fa9ade de 1'arU II n'y a ni regies ni /.ode^les; ou Dlutot il
n'y a d'autres regies que les lois ge'ne'rales de la nature, qui
planent sur l'art tout entier, et les lois soSciales qui pour
chaque composition r£sultent des conditions propres a* ciiaque
sujet." and, vhat shall be destroyed irst? The unities of
time and placeJ Reality can be obtained only by presenting the
xact locality and thisusprevented by the unity of place
which forbids a change of scene. The unity of time which re«
stricted the action to twenty- "our hours is shown to be absurd.
The unity of action alone is necessary. ,T I1 btzffirait,
en fin, 7 he say s, ' Tpoar demontrer 1' absurdity de la re*gle des
deux unities, d'une derni^re raison, prise dans les entrailles
de l'art. O'est, l'existence de la troisieme unite', l'unite"
d' action, la seule admise de tous parce qu'elle r^sulte d'un
fait:L'oeil ni 1' esprit huraain ne sauraient saisir plus d'un
ensemble & la ^oia. Celle-ci est aussi nScessaire que les deu:.
autres sont inutiles. C'est elle qui marque le point de vue
du drame; or, par cela meme, elle exclut les deux autres. TT
The unity of action alone is to be recognized because of
the necessity of concentration in the theatre.
One might s^oend much time in a discussion of lugo's
history o"' literary develonment and his arbitrary division
>noi3"iI)iioo sob tno^Lne^rs: iioiJisocnrioo
bicin






of time and tirejfr corresponding ooetic type* into the fol-
lowing; ( 1) .primitive times (lyric poetry}, (,). ancient
times (epic poetry), (3), modern times (dramatic poetry);
but, it will be necessary to confine our attention to his
final remarks on dramatic art. The noetry of our time, being
born rorn Christianity, he maintains, is Le drame. The
chief characteristic of this type is the real; tT le r§el
rlsulte de la oombinaison toute naturelle de deux types,
le sublime et le grotesque, ui se croisent dans le drame
comme ils se croisent dans la vie et dans la creation."
Christianity , he te .Is us, had discovered that man had
tv/o natures; La beHe humaine et l ,(Sme; and, 'rom that
day le drame was created.
Reality, there.-ore, and not beauty, is to be the basis
of the ne u art. The real results "rom the natural combin-
ation of the sublime and the grotesque which meet in life
id in creation. "Les deux types, ,T he continues, "ainsi
isole*s et livre*s a eux-me^mes s'en iront chacun de leur c3tl,
laissant entre eux le reel, l'un £ sa droite, 1' autre a1 sa
gauche. D'ou il suit qu'aprde ces -..-/ostractions ii restera
quelque chose a4 representor, l'homme; apre*s ces tragedies
et ces comedies, quel -ue chose a* faire, le drame." The com-
bination o : " the sublime and the grotesque is one of the most




essential tenets of the theory of this new type.
The emphasis upon the importance of the real leads
to the demands for local color in the new Brame roman tique .
But, it is not to be only a local color on the surface of
the work, but also "dans le coeur meme de l'oeuvre, d'ou.
elle se repand au dehors, d'elle-m&ne, naturellement
,
e'gale-
ment, et, pour ainsi parler, dans tous lea coins du drama,
comme la seve qui monte de la racine a*, la derni^re feuille
de l f arbre."
Hugo was opposed to the use of the couli sses instead
of the stage for much of the action. The audience, he says,
was only seeing the elbows of the action. He would quicken
the action by the elimination of the long tirades and the
use of a "vers libre, franc/, loyal, osant tout dire sans
pruderie, tout exprimer saris rech erche ; . • • • tour a* tour positif
et poe'tique, tout ensemble artiste et inspire, profond et sou-
dain, large et vrai ; sachant briser st propos et d^placer la
2.
cesure pour de'guiser sa monotonie d 1 alexandrin . " He would
have a verse as beautiful as the prose and enriched by a
broader vocabulary; for, although the vocabulary under classical
rules is restricted, language itself is not fixed, but rather
continually cbangr'ng.
It would not be necessary, however, to write in verse alone
for, Hugo says # .."au reste, que le drame soit e'erit
i
7en prose ce n'est Id qu'une uestion secoiidaire. Le rang
d'un ouvrage doit se fixer, non d'apre*s sa forme, mais d'
at)res sa vi.leur intrinseque. II n'y a .-u'un poids qui-:
puisse Taire pencher la balance de l'art, c'est le g§nie« TT
But, Hugo being primarily a poet favors the use of verse;
for, he says, l f ide"e, trempee dans le vers, prend sou-
dain quel que chose de plus incisi P et de plus eclatant.
Oest le fer qui devient acier."
In conclusion, he tells us that "le drarne romanti i_ue
broierait et mSlerait artistement ces deux esp&ces de t>lai-
sir (slrieux et ~ol§tre)« II ferait passer £ chaque instant
1 1 auditoire du slrieux au rire, des excitations bou fonnes
aux emotions de'chirantes, d_u grave au. doux , du pi
i
sant au
severe* " It would be the unioii o ? the grotesque with the
sublime, "l'a*me sous le corps, c'est une trag'die sous une
come die 1.1 This melange des genres was to be its outstanding
characteristic. But before this could be achieved it would
be necessary to destroy le_ yj._eux ""aux goftt .vhich had been de-
veloped during the preceding century*
*xiilf4t
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During the last years of the 17th century and the firat
years of the 18th century, there had arisen a host of dram-
atists vViio sought to acheive success "by folio ing the old
raster, Racine. J3ut, imitators rarely succeed - one must
have some genius of his own. These lesser lights had none-
of course, some rere capable versi ic at ears , hut none had
any real dr matic insight. Racine hy-d been able to obtain
a striking unit^/of penetrating psychological truth and a
noble setting; but, his successors had neither his elegance
o style nor his gift of portraying psychological reality.
French classical tragedy was dying, but the last illness
•was to be one that lingered on Pop more than a century.
One of the ^irst to have realised the "act that ^reneh
classical tragedy 'as beginning to lose its ippeal to the
audiences o p the 18th century was Prosper Jolyot de Orlbillon
Although he accepted without question the rules of classical
tragedy and altnough his subjects ere chosen "rom antiquity,
he °elt that something additional .as needed to reinvigor-
ate that type of dramatic art. He was the first to bring back
to the French stage the various elements which are grouped
under the heading o f le romanesque. l?he motivating "orce of
his tragedies and their development depend upon disguises,
mistaken identities, recognitions, abductions, and the like.
0X10
Most o ' his plays contain cases o" disguise and recognition.
CJre'billon employs these devices to complicate the hitherto
simple form of classical tragedy.
Crebillon's characters are no longer moved by reason;
their ctions depend u^on incidents and the emohasis h s
been shifted rom the universais to particular details and
spectacular effects. He /as also responsible 'or the intro-
duction of terror in tne tragedy. His aim was to produce
pity and he did not desire to of '"end his public, but the
audiences ere too sensible to fully tolerate his innovations.,
Jre*billon ht.d no intentions o~ destroying classical tragedy;
but, ve shall see that it was the development 6? the roman-
es uelvhich he had introduced that eventually found its .vay
into Romantic drama through the medium of the melodrama.
A contemporary of Crebillon's, Houdar de la Motte, a
timid poet but an outspoken critic, after having followed the
classical rules for the first forty years o" his life, decided
that servile imitation v/as responsible for the deplorable
condition of tragedy. He as one of those "esprits universels' 1
of the 18th ceiitury- a man ho found time for a variety/of in-
tellectual pursuits. He set about to Write a systematic crit-
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This work, Discours sur la Tragedie , in four volumes con-
tains his ideaes on dramatic art.
He rejects the unities and showsjtheir unreasonable-
ness and that one can write an excellent tragedy while vi-
olating all o' the unities. He condemns the simplicity of
action and the prevalence o" the vague aid impersonal love
found in classical tragedy. The long, monotonous monologues,
the nre"cits insipides" and the presence of the £onfidente "
who have no part in the action are severely criticized.
The arbitrary rules established by an unquestioning
criticism and consecrated by an inveterate admiration and
a blind superstition are condemned. The unities, in his
opinion, are only " des principes de ^antaisie. " He was
particularly opposed to the -unities of place and time. He
/as essentially a rationalist and he, therefore, could find
no justification for the existing rules. He s^w that the
existing tragedy did not fit with a society which was
rapidly changing; and, he understood that it would be nec-
essary to create a dramatic form rhich would have more move-
ment aiid liberty.
Verse, he maintained, is not the medium o P expression
for tragedy. Prejudice alone prevents the presentation of






He believes that the author should devote the time spent
in riming in trying to perfect his work "by animating and
invigorating it and by correcting the style. "Ainsi," he
stitution of the unity of interest for the unity of action.
His preference for a multiplicity af events in the tragedy
is based on this unity ©f interest. Action, he felt, was the
necessary essential, and he says,$ la plupart de nos tragedies
ne sont ijue des dialogus et des re'cits." His ideas on the
unity of interest lead one to believe that it is similar to
the discarded unity of action.
For him, tragedy has only one necessary object and that
is to please. Pleasure being the aim of dramatic poetry, he
feels that the resultant pleasure is worth far more than all
of the rules observed. Do you ask why this man is comparative-
ly unknovn and why none of his works have lived on? 7ell, like
many another hardy critic, he was a cautious dramatist. He
broke very ^ew rules in his own works and one dan give as his
reason his central aim— pleasure. He was fully cognizant of
the fact that the people of his day were not
concludes, " la voie sera ouverte a beaucoup d T e^crivains,
tres cap-ibles de composer une trage'die, inca ables de la
versifier eomme il faut."
His chief contribution to dramatic theory was his de-
velopment o ^ the spectacle based on the opeVa and the sub-
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yet prepared 'or the type of tragedy that he advocated an-
that if he was to please them he vould have to obey the
rules. Andso he did! But let us remember him
?
or the valu
of his critical wor*: in the later development of dramatic
theory and that he was one of the first to advocate the
rejection of the unities.
Nivelle de la Chaussee(169a-17u4) , the inventor of
the com^die larmoyante , increased the emphasis of the
pathetic and the romane s jue that was introduced byfcre'bit
Ion • His greatest contribution to the destruction 6f the
classical tragedy was the melange des genres ; but , one mudc
remember that he was primarily a writer of comedy who saw
the advantage of adding a tragic element to that type. 'Ve
have seen the importance of the melange des genres in the
doctrines of Hugo» The use of Bourgeois characters and the
appeal to the emotions was later taken uo by Diderot and
his disciples. Lanson has called la com^die larmoyante
»
w la
tragedie sans poesie et sans tragi quej" and, it is true that
they do not contain any of the elements Of classical tragedy.
His comedies are social and moral treatises and their suc-
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he knew ho'? to make them weep and that was th&tf desire* He
created suoh a vogue for this type that even Voltaire, jeal-
ous of the success of this mediocre writer, also rote sever-
al works of this type.
Voltaire is often called the dominant figure of French
classical tragedy of the 18th century. Fifty-two dramatic
orks came from his pen between 1718 and the year of his
death, 1778. It is common knowledge that Voltaire helped
greatly to bring about the downfall ©f the existing social
and oolitical order; but, in the realm of tragedy he is
usually regarded as a steadfast follower o t the classical
traditions.
And yet, one can gather from a study of some of Vol-
taire's pre -aces and plays much dramatic theory that is
considered the oroperty of the Romantics. It is well to
recognize that his ideas are not contained in any single
system; for, they seemed to hover bet .ye en those obtained
in England and those that came ^rora his classical train-
ing. Vacillation marks his ideas in this realm and some
might be tempted to call him an opportunist who shifted
his views with the current popular changes. In those plays,
prefaces, epitres, and other works that he signed he was
usually classic; but, in the works that he published under
pseudonyms or anonym jusly, we "ind him combatting "or
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innovations in dramatic art.
Before his exile to England, Voltaire was iiiite close-
ly attached to the classical traditions. He had received
his scholastic training under the Jesuits'he , therefore, had
strong classical leanings. In his youth he was enthusiastic





1718; Mariamne . 17 £5 ) he followed the
old classical traditions. But, upon his return "rom England
we note a change in the tone of his remarks on tragedy; for,
in 1730, in the Preface de Brutus , he writes: "Nous avon3
en Prance'des tragedies estime'es qui sont plutftt des conver-
sations qu'elles ne sont la representation d f un eVenement.
Notre dllicatesse excessive nous force quel que fois a* mettre
en r£cit ce que nous voudrions exposer aux yeuv. Nous crai»
gnons de hasarder sur la scene des spectacles nouveaux de-
vant une nation accoutumee k tourner en ridicule ce qui n'ea
pa3 d f usage .
"
Voltaire, in England, had discovered Shakespeare and this
discovery had a tremendous influence uioon his dramatic ideas.
He now realized the necessity o^ action in the tragedy* In
the Discours L lord Bolingbroke . he ag^in points out the fact





etc. , vould be impossible in Prance because of the
long re~cits
.
the construction of the theatres, and the presence
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of spectators on the stage. He pointed out the timidity of
the French audiences and asked vhy it was possible to com-
mit suicide on the stage but impossible to kill another person
In the same Discours , he expresses the vish that more sneak-
ing characters come on the stage* The influence of Shakespeare
and England may be recognized by listing some o^ the tragedis
that he wrote in the period immediately following his return;
Brjrtus, 1730 (Roman tragedies of Shakespeare); Zaire , 173x,, ( Qthal
lo); La Mort de C^sar ,1743,
(
Julius Oaesar ); Alzire ,1736, ( Sou-
therns 's Oroonoko )
«
In the Preface de 1 1 Enfant prodigue , he points out the
necessity "d 1 avoir des choses nouvelles.Si l'on avait toujours
mis sur le theatre tragique la grandeur romaine a* la fin on
s
f en serai t r6but§; si les h6ros ne parlaient jamais que 4e
tendresse, on serait affadi." He was one of the first to
put French characters on the stagehand one of the first to use
the Middle Ages as a fertile field for the tragedy instead of1 .
the lore of anti uity. .ind, was not the return to mediavel-
ism one of the tenets of the Romantics?
And, again in the same Preface , he commends the melange
des genres : "Si la comedie doit €tre la representation des
moeurs, cette piece serable §tre assez de ce caractere. On y
voit un melange de seVieux et de plaisanterie , de comique et
de touchant. ^ouvent me^me une seule aventure produit tous ces
contrastes. Rien n'est si comraun qu'une maison dans laquelle
'to xtiblDii arid tiro bsdxiioq ©H •e^ue end f>o vzottt'oeue to
-xnoo od 9lux880q saw di ffr ba^ea bn* seonaibxiis rionei 1? ©rid
XD312C" loridorfjs XXx:jI od nlrf f-nnri,- r r *ftw , ~ u • -
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un pere gronde, une fille occupee de sa passion pleure, le fib
se rnoque des deu. , et quel ues parents prennent dif ferement
part k la scene il ne faut donner l 1 excellence a
aucun genre; et, si l'on me demandait quel genre est le
meilleur, je repondrais; Celui qui est le mieu^ traite". •••
Tous les genres sont "oons hors le genre ennuyeux." The me-
lange des genres , we recall was the keynote o~ the positive





Voltaire had, at one time, a rather heated controversy
with Uivelle de la Ghaussee, the founder of the come*die lar-
moyante , about the propriety of that type. Ho.vever,as we
have already seen above in the Preface de 1
'
Enfant prodigue
we may again note his acceptance o" this tyoe in the Preface
de lianine
,
It is permissible, he says, to compose" des come-
dies attrendrissantes. " He tries to make a raWier^ubtle dis-
tinction between larmoyante and attrendrissante ; ho,/ever,
one feels that having seen that lajohaussee 1 s works were prov-
ing successful, Voltaire would alsi) write works of that type.
He says in this Pref ce ; " la comSdie peut attrendrir, pour-
vu qu'ensuite elle fasst rire les honnetes gens. Si elle man-
quait de comique, si elle n'etait que larmoyante, c'est alors
qu'elle serait un genre tr&s vicieux et tres desagreable.
"
Again in the Preface de IJanine .we find already expressed
Hugo's theory of the sublime and the grotesque. "'On nvoue^e
says, "'qu f i}test rare de faire passer les spectateurs insen-
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siblement de l'attrendrissement au rire; mais ce passage
tout difficile qu'il4st de le saisir dans une comedie, n'
est pas moins naturel aux hommes. On a dejsl remar.jue ailleurs
que rien n'est clus ordinaire que des aventures jui affligent
l'ame et dont certaines cirConstances ins pirent ensuite une
gaiete passagere. G T est ainsi malheureuseinent que le genre him
main est fait... On voit souvent jusi^ue dans l'horreur des
batailles.des incendies, de tous les de*sastres qui nous af-
fligent, ?u'une naivete, un bon mot excitent le rire jus-
vue dans le sein de la desolation et de la pitie."
In the Preface o:p I' ffcossaise f written anonymously and
supposed to be a translation from the work of an Englishman
Mr. Hume} but actualjty written by Voltaire), we again find
a remarkable likeness to an important doctrine expressed in
the Preface le Cromwell » Voltaire says: "II n'importe aux
Anglais que le sujet soit bas, pourvu qu r il soit vrai. lis
disent que la comedie 6tend sur toutes les conditions; que
tout ce -;ui est dans la nature doit &tre r>eint . " Voltaire
gives this as the English doctrine, but he himsel'* hdd fol-
lowed it in this play and we find when the play is anonymous,
he expresses doctrines which bear a remarkable resemblance
to those of Victor Hugo. In the Preface de Cromwell, we find
the following: "Gar la poSsie vraie, la poe'sie complete, est
dans l'harmoniedes contraires. Puis, il est temos de le dire
,9^f>Iqinoi
hautemejit
, et c'est ici surtout que les exceptions con^irfn^-
fraient la re^gle, tout oe qui est dans la Mature est dans 1'
Art."
In the Preface de 3ocrate
.
Voltaire ugain discusses the
melange des genres . (This time under the pseudonym of M. Fatemx
o^ Holland)His object in this piece, he says,"c'est de f^ire,
en un mot de cette pidce une de ces representations nalves de
la vie humaine, un de ces tableaux oil l'on peint toutes les
conditions. Cette entreprise n'est pas sans difficulty, et
quoi -ue le sublime continu soit d'un genre in^iniment supe-
rieur, ce melange du path£tique et du familier a son merite."
In the Preface of les Guebres , he discusses the use o^
characters other than princes and kings, "Pour mieux parvenir
a jeter d ns les esprits les semences de ces verttLB ne'cessaiie
a toute societe, on a choisi des personnages dans l T or3re
commun. On n'a pas craint d'hasarder sur la sce*ne un jardinier,
une jeune fille qui a iortte la main aux travaux iustiques de
son pere; des o^iciers, dont l'un commande dans une petite
place ronti^re et dont 1' autre est lieutenant dans la com-
pagnie de son frere; en-fin, un des acteurs est un simple^ol_
dat. De tels personnages, ui se rapprocinent de la nature, et
la simplicite du style qui leur convient, ont paru devoir
faire plus d ' impression, et mieux concourer au but propose^
que des princes amoureux et des princesses assionnees: les
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the&tres on* assez retenti de ces aventures tragi :ues qui-*
j
ne se oassent qu'entre des souverains, et qui sont de peu
d'utilitS oour le reste des hommes." Here, we see Voltaire
striking a blow at one of the strongholds of classical
traditions: the use of kings, queens, and other characters
of high rank. But, let us not Torget that Diderot had already-
posited his theories of le_ drame bourgeois , and that Sedaine
had produced the masterpiece o f that genre, Le_ Philosophe
sans le savoir (1765 ) . (Voltaire wrote les Gu^bresin 1769)
In Saul
.
( a pretende/prose translationand published
anonymously) Voltaire ^ails to observe the unities. In a
note, he tells us: On n'a pas observe, dans cette esoece
de tragi-comedie , I'unite' d'action, de lieu, et de temps.
On a cru avec I'illustre la Motte, devoir se soustraire aN
ces regies. Tout se passe dans l'intervalle de deux ou trois
generations, oour rendre 1 'action plus tragique par le
nombre des morts, selon 1' esprit juifjtandis que parmis nous
1 T unite* de temps ne peut sVtendre qu'd*- vingt-quatre heures
et 1' unit§ de lieu que dans 1' enceinte d'un palais." Again
when he hides under a pseudonym, Voltaire violates the rules
and stands with the "illustre laMotte" , vho advocated the
violation of the unities* however, when he signs his works
he usually preserves the unities.
But even in his signed plays we find increasing indi-
fit
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cations of dramatic innovations. In S^miramis , (1749) , for
example, Voltaire timidly abandons the unity of place several
times. In the first and second acts the scene is described
as folio s: T'Le theatre re-oresent&im vaste peristyle, aa fond
duquel est le palais de Semirarais. Les jardins en terrasses
sont Aleve's au-dessus du palais. Le temple des Mages est £
droite; et un mausolee a gauche orne d ' obe'lisques. " At the
beginning of the third act, we note that , "Le theatre repre-
sente un cabinet du palais." And, then something heretofore
unat tempted in French tragedy, there is a complete change
in the seventh scene of the same act, for we note that" le
palais ou etait ^Smirarais fait place a* un grand salon magni-
"iquemeiit orne. Plusieuro officiers, avec les mariues de leuis
dignites, sontsurdes gradins. Un trone est place au milieu
du salon. Le grand-pretre entre "And then the tomb of
ITinas should be seen in the background for the following
action takes place there. This change of scene in the middle
of an act was a most revolutionary innovation. In Mahomet (1743^
Voltaire abandons the unity of place to some extent. The
first act is in an oriental vestibule; the second act, how-
ever, is apparently in a prison for Palmyre says to S6ide:
"Dans ma prison cruelle est-ce un dieu qui te guide?*! and
the third act is back in the vestibule. This play is very
artificial in construction and is really a philosophical piece.
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Among the numerous adjectives the. t have been applied
to Romanticism in literature, the term exoticism ha3 *ound
"requent use. Voltaire was one of the first to employ sub-
ject matter o" an exotic nature in French tragedy. T.Ye ^ind
Chinese, English, Arabians;, Peruvian, and Persian characters
in his plays. Voltaire, more than any other French dramatist
of the 16th century, furthered the cause of historical accu-
racy in costumes and in settings. For example, in l' Orphelin
de la Chine ( 1755 ), Voltaire used a palace decorated according
to Chinese taste. This, indeed, was as eventful as the sup-
pression of the banquettes and the spectators on the stage
in 1759; Voltaire's efforts were largely responsible for
this reform. He was ever endeavoring to obtain as much local
color as possible.
The clearing of the stage enabled him to obtain the
spectacular effects with which he hoped to invigorate the
tragedy. In La Mort de Oe*sar he brought the cro 'd upon the
stage in order to produce a realistic effeat. He continued
the use of the various elements of the romanes iue , and far
outstripped Crebillon in the matter of innovations. He brougHb
on the st;.ge
,
murders, marriages, duels, gallows, poisonings^
sacrifices , etc. Tragedy was becoming more than a lengthy con-
versation; for, visual representation fcyi means of tableaux
was the method that Voltaire was using to eliminate the long
riect
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rlcits.The costumes, the mise en scene , and the settings
greatly increased in importance. Voltaire took the action
it
out of the coulisses and brought^ on the tage long be ore
tne time of Victor Hugo. For example, in Mahomet , iopire
is killed by Seide— in Serniramis , the wedding ceremony takes
place on the stage— and in Rome sauve'e , the Senate is assem-
bled'on the stage and ^urelius dies i# the Senate.
Voltaire's use o r the romanesque led him ^ar along the
road to melodrama and the Romantic drama. In TancreMe , for
example, e find the use of a billet de sang which must have
been a decided innovation for the 18th century audiences; Dumas
in La Tour de ITesle , makes a similar use of a billet de sang»
In Alzire , Mahomet , and Tancrdde
,
the use of disguises and
recognitions resembles the methods of the later popul r melo-
dramatists. Alzire , ou les Am6ricains , if written in prose
would resemble much of the work of Alexandre Dumas* it is but
a novel put into action and verse.
Voltaire's ideas on dramatic art seem to be a mixture of
timid breaking away from classical traditions and the complete
disregard for those traditions and a demand for innovations*
A further demonstration of his vacillating ideas may be obtain-
ed when one recalls that it was he who introduced Shakespeare
to France and then later called him "le baraare du nord." One
must remember that Voltaire was not only a writer, but an aclr
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or, directo^and also a builder of theatres} and, being a
shrewd business man, he was ever watchful of new changes
that would increase the po ojilarity of his productions. In
the last years of his life, he recognized his own influence
in aiding in the overthrow of classical tragedy and wrote;
"Helas, j'ai moi-meme amene la decadence, en introduisant 1'
appareil et le spectacle, lies pantomimes emoorteut aujourd'
hui sur la raison et la poesie." Voltaire's tragedies, as
has been noted, come very close to the melodrama at times;
"or, he was not a great poet and he had to depend on action
and spectacle "or the interest. The use o^ philosophical
tirades and the references to his contemporaries also con-
nect him with the Romantic drama.
Voltaire was, therefore, one o" the precursors of that
dramatic revolution which developed the Romantic drama. It
is not probable that he wished to be regarded as such; but,
very often one takes part in revolutions without <ishing to
do so or is responsible for startling innovations without
having sensed their sigxiificance • Deschanel points out the
chief influence in directing Voltaire a .ay rom trie classical
traditions when he states that ,"Ce fut l'e'tincelle exotique u
qui alluma en lui 1' esprit de liberty. C^est a* Shakespeare
qu'il doit le Plus, comme le theatre roraantique de nos jours.
IQn plus que celui-ci, il n'aime pas a* se vanter ses eimruntsP
And finally, may e not agree with Victorien Sardou, who in
sneaking of Voltaire's contributions said that, "En nous en-
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seignant aveo le drame Shakesperien a ne r>lus nous ren-
fermer dans 1' admiration exclusive desiineiens, a nous affran-
chir des regies tyranniques, a briser le moule ^troite qui
coniprimait l 1 expansion de notre art nationul, en iious appre-
nant enfin a ne pas accepter son propre theatre, il portait
le premier coup a* la tragedie classique - cette BastilleJ -
et preparait le triomphe du Romantisme, ce 89 de l T art d»aaa-
ti que?" Certainly Voltaire was one of the first, although not
the first to deal damaging blows to French classical tragedy.
And now, it was -^iderot, he of the encyclopedic mind,
who took up serious warfare against the alassical traditions
of the theatre. He ras keenly interested in many fields of
human endeavor and it is, therefore, not surprising to find
him turning his attention to the drama. He was not the origin-
ator o^ the new dramatic :"orm, le_ drame bourgeois , which was
rapidly growing out of the come'die larmoyante ; 'or, Landois 1
3ilvie (1742) and MMayfte Graffigny's Ce^nie f 1750) were plays that
to a large extent resembled tne type of drama ./hieh Diderot
was to advocate so strenuously* But it was Diderot who took
the serious comedy and the ideas developed concerning ±t
t
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His was the most serious attempt at reform in the drama
in the 18th century* He originally called his type le genre
s^rieux et oourgeois . And what were to be the characteristics
of the new type? 7e find them clearly stated in his Entretiers
sur le Pils naturel . First and ever prominent is to be an
appeal to the bourgeois element by a presentation of the vir-
tues of the bourgeoisie as opposed to the vices of the nobil-
ity and the privileged classes. The moral edification and in-
struction of the bourgeoisie was to be the dominant keynote.
Again, a blow is struck at the use of characters of high rank;
again, the common people are to come on the stage.
In the 3econd -^ntretien
.
he points out that there was far
too much speech and far too little action in the theatre. In
advocating the replacing of declamation by action, Diderot
was demanding a necessary reform which was later demendedby
the Romantic theorists. The substitution of pantomime for
the "asides
' in order to increase the action was another of
his insistent demands.
The plea "or the abolition of declamation leads to an-
other important point in his dramatic theory; the introduction
of realism on the stage. He stressed the ~act that costumes
and stage settings should conform simply yet accurately to tiB
context of the play. He advocated conformity to iiistorical
vLltmiy.irQ eH •
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truth in costume and scenery. He frequently demands that act«
ors use pantomime abundantly and act naturally.
Ifaturalism and simplicity, he believed, would make a dra-
matic work more bej.uti.7ul. And then he asks,what is keeping
the drama from being natural? Verse] He would do a. ay with
verse and substitute prose. An excellent recommendation; for,
after all, when did kings a2id queens or valets and lackeys e«
ever talk in pure alexandrines? He was far more revolutionary
than Hugo who merely took some liberties with the eesura and
introduced the enjambement.
Another important contribution was the inclusion of
minute acting directions. He believed that the player could
bring out the ideal imagined by the dramatist by means of
action, speech, countenance, voice, movement, and gesture and
only in this way is the situation truly depicted. In the Para-
doxe sur le Oomedien
.
he frequently advises the actor to watdi
gesture and to foljk?/ its simple and spontaneous lead.
Despite his criticism of the classical traditions, Dider-
respected the three unities and adhered to them himself. In
his youth Diderot had said:" Et que m r import e a moi, les r&glfcS'
pourvu qu'on me plaise." Later, however, he says, "Les lois
des trois unites sont difficiles a observer mais elles sont
senates." He justifies the unities by the necessity of con-
centration of the scenes upon the stage because of the limit-
ed size of the theatres. He admits, however, that if " nous
avions d'immenses scenes, comportantide nombreuses decorations
successives, ou mieux encore, simultanSes , la question se po-
3ment •
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Other minor recommendations that he made included the
introduction of the dance into the dramatic form and the
clearing of the stage of the spectators who were tampering
the action of the drama. He was also outsnokem in his ad-
vocacy of the scenic realization of the piece by means of
tableaux.
Diderot himsel f wrote only two drames , le Pdre de ga»
Pulfcand le Fils naturel . which /ere to illustate his dra-
matic theory. But, alasl they only show his complete in-
ability as a dramatist. Le_ P6re de Famillejwhich is the betteic
of the two had a run of seven performances; but, le_ Fils
naturel could scarcely go through the opening night. Diderot
also wrote plans for a number of other plays. The chief weak-
ness in Diderot T s works is their proximity to theatrical ser-
mons. The drame was to be the theatrical vehicle for philo-
sophical propaganda. It is r'or this reason that Diderot felt
that the concern o ? the dramatist should be social conditions
rather than individual characters. The stage was to become
the new pulpit fot the advancement of morality* This was the
pitfall into which Diderot fell in trying to reform the ^renoh
theatre. The new type needed a dramatic genius and such a nan
was not available.
Diderot exerted a great influence on the contemporary







were later to influence the French Romantic drama. Although
the type advocated by ^iderot did not have many successors,
it was undoubtedly one of the chief influences in the rise
of the melodrama and through that type in the development
of the Romantic drama* The abundance of platitudes, the
rudimentary psychology and the puerilely constructed ?>lots
are signs oi" the rising melodrama. The demands ^or realism,
for pantomime, and for more action, are also tendencies to-
ward the melodrama. The drame bourgeois
,
despite the lack 6f
success in Diderot's hands, was responsible "or many new
ideas in the drama. Diderot dealt a telling blow on the use
o- verse in the drama and his attempts to achieve realistic
pictures had lasting results.
Beaumarcnais , who has been said to embody all of the
good and bad qualities of his time, began his dramatic career
a.s a writer of parades for private theatres. He soon came
under trie influence of Diderot and his dramatic theories and
turned to the drame as the medium for achieving dramatic suc-
cess. His first play, Eugenie
, written in 1767, is su-oerior
to an/ o:? Diderot's works.
The Zssai sur le genre serieux .which precedes Eugenie
.
contains Beaumarchais' dramatic principles. His interpretation
-TO
•2-f
of the drame is quite similar to Diderot's. He wished first
to rid the stage of royal characters and was anxiOES that the
moral value of the piece be mosyinreortant. He believes that te
the drame should offer "une moralite" directe et profonde, et
ne peut avoir qu'un langage, qui est celui de la nature." He
emphasized, with Diderot, the great importance of accurate d£»
cor and costume. He "olaced at the head of his plays a very
painstaking description of the costumes, the necessary stage
accessories and the setting of the play. Again, following
Diderot, he advocated the increase of the action by the grealr
er use of pant, omime. The lengthy descriptions of the costumes
and the settings in Buge'nie make that play one of the first
in which such methods are ueftd.
Beaumarchais strongly opposed the adherence to the class-
ical rules and said; "En quel genre a-t-on vu les regies pro-
duire des chefs-d 1 oeuvref U'est-ce pas,au contraire, les
grands exemples qui de tout temps ont servi de base et de fon-
dement a ces rlgles, dont on fait unentrave au ge*nie, en in-
tervertissant l f ordre des choses?" Beaumarchais turned to the
comedy after his efforts with the drame proved/unsuccessful am
produced the masterpieces of that type during the 18th century.
He also used lengthy descriptions of costumes and scen^y in
his comedies. It is chiefly in the development of local color
that Beaumarchais' work-: are related to those of the Romantics,
i
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A comparatively unknown critic and writer, Louis
bastien Ilercier, was one of the first to follow in the foot-
steps of Diderot, He w^s especially influenced by the desire
to use the theatre as an organ for moralizing. The dramatic
poet, he felt, was one of the most valuable citizens and his
mission was one of the noblest. The theatre was to become a
theatre of utility; that is, an institution that would raise
the moral standards of the citizens and increase the patriotic
devotion of the people. He says, "Quelle sera done la trag^die
veritable? Ge sera celle qui sera entendue et saisie par tous
les ordres de citoyens, qui aura un rapport intime avec les
affaires politiques, qui tenant lieu de la tribune aux haran-
gues, qui eclairera le peuple sur ses vrais interets, les lui
offririL .sous des traits frappants, exaltera dans son coeur
un patriotisme eclaire', lui *ait cherir la patrie dont il sen-
tira tous les avantages."
He was strongly opposed to the classical'tragedies and
continued the demands of Diderot for a drame bourgeois . He
He points out that tne affairs of the common people cai^fur-
nish fully as much material for the dramatic poet as the
lives of kings and queens. "Les tragedies groceries apparte-
naient aux Grecs; et nous, nous n^serions avoir notre the&tie^
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avec eux?" he demands. "Nous "audra-t-il toujours,'' he con-
tinues, "des hommes vStus de pourpre, environn^s de gardes,
et coSf "es d'un diad£me? $les malheurs, qui nous touchent de
pres. qui nous regardent, qui nous entfironnent, n'auraient-
ils aucun droit a nos larmes? ^nfin porxuqoi n f aurions-nous
pas le courage de dSnoncer a la nation les vertus d'un homme
obscur? fut-il ne dans le rang le plus bas, croyez qu'il de-
viendra plus grand a nos yeux que ces rois dont le langage
altier fatigue depuis longtems nos oreilles." A theatre that
would paiiit the moeurs of the people would be the ideal theatrfi
he claims.
Mercier's hatred of the classics and the rule-makers
was very pronounced. Boileau, among the critics, and Racine
among the dramatists, were the particular targets of his
violent denunciations. He says, "Hetiriux le peuple neuf, qui
modifie a son gre ses idSes, ses sentiments et ses plaisirs.
Aimable et libre Sldve de la nature il se livre a^ l f ef-
fet et ne raisonne point sur la cause. Son coeur n'attend
pas l'examen ^our bondir de joie, la regie pour pleurer it 1
attendrissement , le goftt j?ur admirer." He renews the battle
of the Ancients and the Moderns of the last years of the
preceding century and comes to the attack with more fury and
more blasphemous ( considered so at the time) remarks than any
of the later Romantics * "II flotte enfin dans les airs le
cioin; .b* ii lop mat
drapeau de la guerre litteVaire
,
TT he tells us, (But the "banner
had been raised long before his time, as had been noted*) Hovr
ever, he reenters with the vigor of youth and the new feeling
of the period* "J'aime mieus lire Gil Bias de Santillane . de
notre ami Lesage, que tout Boileau; Richardson me touche bien
autrement que toutes les tragedies du divin Racine..." Can
you imagine the feelings of the dlas si cists , when the novels tff
a foreign writer are preferred to the works of the classical
god, Racine? But, let us continue, n Ou f il avait le gout etroit
et faux dans 1' ensemble cet nomme ( Racine ) qu'on repr£sente
comme un module de gou*tJ Peintre maniere il av-iit des vers
qui sont des beaute*s de cabinet, C'est autre chose qu'une
perruque, c'est un criminel: il a tue l'artl" Yes, indeed,
the battle was now on in earnest.
He calls upon the youth of his time who have not re-
ceived"^ tenace empreinte du pr^juge
,
to rally around the
banner of modernism, to read Shakespeare and to see how he
has put on the lips of his heros the "langage de la passion et
non celui de la rhetorique. " But, above all, he calls upon
them to n s f impr<§gner de I'&ne de leur temps, qu ' ils consul%ent
la nature et leur propre coeur : ils sauront ce qu'il faut
dire a leur3 contemrcorains t>our les er.iouvoir et en £tre en-
tendus. u'on ne les voie plus, suivant la ^uneste voie de
leurs devanciers. . . .
"
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The distinctions which kept the various types of dra-
matic art apart must not he tolerated. The poet must pay no
respect to those binding restrictions which have heen set
up by the traditions of the past."Tombez, tombez, murailles
qui separez les genres," he fairly shouts. The classical
works were false to nature and must not be imitated. "Tout
drame qui ne peint pas la nature est indigne de 1' attention &
d ! un homme sense: c'est un portrait qui ne ressemble pas»
Plus le podte sera fiddle a la peinture des eVe'nements tels
u'ils s ' enchafrient
,
plus il pourra se flatter de m6riter
s t
ses success ' he declares.
He was bitterly opposed to the unities of time and place.
He points out how ridiculous the former can make a dramatic
work when in the Gid
.
according to "cette pitoyable r£gle
des 24 heures, qu? il nous offre trois combats singuliers et
une bataille, avec plusieurs autres incidents, et cju'il ose
encore nous laisser entrevoir le futur mariage de Chimene avec
Hodrigue teint du sang du pere de sa maltressw. La biens&ance
est viol^e, parce qu'il a voulu la durde de l 1 action commencECfc
et fintt entre deux soleils, tous ces eV^nenients accumule*s,
resserres et precipitous les uns sur les autres sont bien plus
incroyables que s f ils etaient re'pandus sur une plus grande
e'tendue de terrain et semes a des intervalles n6cessaires.
"
The unity of place is even more unnatural than the unity of
BIO





time, he declares; and .with equal vigor he attacks this strorg
hold of the classical traditions.
Dramatic art in France has fallen into a deplorable state
becauseuof the blind following of the unities of time and
placej"deux regies qui, par leur absurdite, devaient eHre pro-
scrites, et qui ont 6te" avidement adoptees par les po&tes *rai
£ais. lis ne se sont pa.s apercus de la perte immense qu'ils
allaient faire, en s 'assujettissant & des entraves qui devaiefyt"
n£cessairement les priver des plus grandes beautes." He goes
on to say that "les oo&tes francais se sont tous mis volon-
tairement au cachot, en tendant les mains aux chatnes pesantes
de deux unite's. Q.ue le lieu change doiic, et que le temps s'e*-
coule, pluttft qjie la ve'rite manque."
There^is one unity that must, however, be scrupulously
followed; that is, the unity of interest* It is the same de-
mand that was made by La Motte a half-century earlier. Mercier
also echoes LaMotte when he states that the necessity of wrilh
ing inverse is merely the attempt to make writing more dif-
ficult. His opposition to uniformity and artificiality would
naturally lead him to demand with La Motte aiid Diderot that
verse be abandoned and that prose be the form of expression
of the drame, Mercier points out what has been noted about
Voltaire's vacillating idea o^ dramatic art when he tells
us that;"3uand M. de Voltaire a fait l f Enfant prodigue
, NaniiB
.
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la Ilort de 3ocrate .il n'a potnt manqu^ dans ses
prefaces de prSconiser oe nouveau genre; mais des qu'il fait
une tragSdie, il change d'avis, il foudroye, il cietruit les
principes 4u'i^a avance's la veille*" Mercier was also bitter
in his denunciation of the \*f* whioh made five acts of e iual ^
length a necessary part of the drama*
Why, he demands, is tt necessary to go seeking in for-
eign countries and ancient times for material for the theatre?
2he lives of the people o^ recent times in ^rance certainly
can supply material which rill more readily varm the imagin**, .*
ation of the audiences* Is it ,he asks, "because "le poete se
trouve iiScessaireinent plus a son aise, en dessinant des per-
sonnages dont on ne connalt plus la ohysionomie?" A theatre
of the people and a national theatre which would teach les
moeurs of contemporary times was his ideal. Mercier /rote a
number of drames /hich, with the exception of Sedaine's L3
PhiiosoT>he sans le savoir
.
were the most popular o t the type*
However, in this study, his attempts to break down the class-
ical traditions by means of his critical writings are o £ most
importance*
The first traces of romantic love may be found in the
drames of Diderot aad Mercier* The verses of Hugo are missing
and the prose may be strained very often but the signs are
unmistakable* Gaiffe believes that "les h6ros de ^iderot et
i
de Mercier proclament bien avant ceux de Dumas et dfHugo,
la le"gitimite et l'exeellence de leur passions; leurs ti-
rades sont des hynm.es enflammes en I'honneur de l'amour."
Mercier as one of the first to seizej'the spirit of Shakes-
peare and bring to the stage living characters. His con-
ception of the theatre was radically opposed to the con-
ception of the classical writers. Mercier 1 s treatment of
historical figures in his plays, Jean Hennnyer , la Destruc-
tion de la Ligue , la Mort de Louis XI, is a step towards the
Romantic drama and again shows the influence of Shakespeare.
Mercier anticipates Hugo when he says that the drama
should reflect the present life of the nation and comments
on the "gofrt bizarre et bien etrange de denaturefun ancien
theatre, au lieu tlfen constuire un neuf relatif a* la nation
devant laquelle on parle." Hugo's arguments advanced in fav-
or of realism and local color correspond to Mercier' s. Lien
Merdier suggests that the creative force in the youth of the
nation must be awakened he again anticipates Hugo!s call to
arms. His belie" in the artist's necessity for sil^-ex-ores-
sion and for affecting his world anticipate the theories of
all of the later Romantics. His praise and recommendation of
onakespeare is as forceful as that of Hugo. Mercier lacked
the genius necessary for practical success and $is audiences
were not sufficiently well prepared to grasp the significance
I
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of his efforts. But, he did have the genius to collect and
complete the views that had been laid down before him and
to embody them into a formula that mentioned almost every
important tenet of the Romantic theorists.
Sedaine's le_ Philoso^he sans le savoir was the master-
piece of the type advocated by both Diderot and Mercier. Thi€
play shows the remarkable gift of dialogue of this writer t as
well as his gift in creating a realistic impression. Sedaine,
in this play, showed the genius that was lacking in <&pSh the
works of both Diderot and Mercier. (As the theories of this *i
type have been fully discussed, it will be sufficient to
give tnis writer credit for having put these theories into
practice.
)
The chief lasting influence of the drame bourgeois and
the theories of Diderot and Mercier was unon the melodrama
of the period that followed the Revolution. The word m£lo-
drame /as first used by Jean-Jacques Rousseau in 176€ to
describe a prose piece accompanied by music. In 1772, Garcin
used this word as a synonym for op_|ra. The meaning applied
to it by Rousseau, however, became general after 1809. Pix-
erecourt, the so-called "Racine des boulevards", and the
most successful of the .riters of melodrama, used it in ISOg
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in reference to one of his plays, Coelina , on l 1 enfant du
myst^re .
A most excellent definition o ' the word is the following
TTun spectacle fait pour le peuple, compose' d 1 Ivenements tra£»
giques aux~uels vient se metier un 6ldment comique, et qu'ac-
compagnent la rausique et la danse, La nmsique est etroitement
unie au melodrame. Le compositeur de la .nusique de sc&ne est
toujours norome' cans les brochures? sa partition se compose
des entries, des sorties, des passages qui accentuent les
ft -
situations, et du ballet." The melodrame is marked "by much
local color, elaborate scenery, rapid movement and exposition,
and declaration of moral platitudes. There are many unexpected
situations and violent actions intended to arouse the physio-
logical emotions of the spectators. The music was at first of
much importanoa as is evidenced "by the word itself- melos .
((Jr. music). The importance of the music diminished, however,
and later died a a$ completely. The appeal to the people was,
of course, based u^on the principles of the drame bourgeois .
The significance of the pantomime-dial ogue in the rise
of the mdlodrame cannot be minimized. Nicolet, an Italian,
had instituted fairs in Paris in 1759 and soon put on gay
plays and later more serious ones. He was imitating the ope"ra
and accompanied the -action and gestures of his performers with
appropriate musical airs and phrases. Audinot, another Italian
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had put on pant omime- d ialogue
s
in a neighboring theatre,
which had developed into elaborate scenic displays; in time,
the performances of the two neighboring theatres grew closer
and not having developed according to any set traditions
,
they
developed in accordance with the tastes of the audience and
soon became melodrama. The tastes of the audience were, indeei.,
a most important origin the melodrama.
It will be interesting to note the contents of a melo-
drama as evidenced in the works of Pixe"re"court. There are four
chief characters* - a villain
,
whose nature is elemental, that
is , who has no good qualities whatever— an unfortunate womaci
who is the personification of virtue,- an honn&te homme , who
is the protector of innocence, — and, a comic character * ./e
have the main characters, now let us see what happens; i. e. , tit
action. (In brief) The villain persecutes the virtuous victim
who suffers until the moment hen her misfortune is greatest
at which time the honne^te homme comes to save her in the T7 nidc
of time" and to deliver her from her enemy with the aid of
an exemplary vengeance, assisted by the comic character, a
peasant or a soldier. The conflict has been between unmiti-
gated vice and irreproachable virtue. The villain dies, and
the hero and the heroine are usually married and virtue has
triumphed in the end. The style is marked by grandiloquence,
many moral maxims, and an abundance of epithets. The histor-
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ical melodramas, of course, differ in some reppects from
the ordinary type*
The importance of the me'lodrame has, of course, been
greatly minimized by the great majority of the literary
critics* The rarcid rise o^ the me'lodrame and its lengthy
and flourishing life, however, attest to its importance.
The ideas expressed in the Preface de Cromwell and their
practical application in Henri III et sa cour and Hernani
were quite familiar to the Parisians many years before 1827.
The so-called "grands the&tres" were having a very difficult
time in the years after the Revolution. In 1807, the compet-
ition of the lesser theatres, the so-called "th^&tres des
boulevards," had made such enormous inroads upon the patron-
age o° the classical theatres that it became necessary to is-
sue an edict limiting the number of the theatres des boule-
vards .
Of course, during the early years the patronage of these
theatres came "rom the lower classes. But, we are told that
"aujourd'hui la meilleure societe de Paris deserte les grands
theatres pour s'en'ermer & l'Ambigu. " (one o^ the theatres that
produced popular melodramas) And, they came again and again;
for, we are informed that PixerScourt himself had 94 ulays
presented for a total of 30,000 performances in Paris and the
provinces. His first play Les jtetits Auvergnats f1797 ) had a run
of 75 performances. Ooelina
,
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presented in Paris in 1809, had 387 performances in that city
and 1089 in the provinces. During a period of thirty years
beginning in I860, his annual revenue was 25,000 rancs( a
tidy sum, especially in those days). And, PixerScourt was not
alone in achfcfcving such a remarkable success. Ducray-Duminil
"the Oorneille des boulevards" and many others Achieved a suc-
cess which was worthy of comparison with that o - the master.The
whole keynote fo the success of the melodrama lies in an under-
standing of the people "or whom the works were written. It v/as
not an appeal to an educated minority, although we have seen
that thaygroup did gradually find its way regularly to the
theatres des boulevards . It was an appeal to the people who
had just passed through the horrors o" the Revolution; the
people .vho wanted to laugh and cry and wanted to listen to
moral teachings.
The melodrame is the chief precursor of the drame roman-
tique by its utter disdain of rules, by the wealth of its decor-*
ations, and by the melange du tragi que et du comique . In the
preface de Cromwell the melange of types is repeatedly stressed
yet, most of the .melodramas had employed this mixture for
years. The comic element is introduced into the melodramastay
various incidents and remarks which, although not essential
to the plot, do aid in carrying the plot forward. The comedy
is usually centerd about one character, such as an old peas-
ant or soldier. In Pix£r6court 1 s Christophe Golomb ,a peasant
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This peasant cousin becomes involved in many comic situations
not only on shin-board, but also on the island among the In-
dians.
Pixe're'court in his historical melodramas had made a prac-
tice of citing historical authorities in the footnotes. He
tried to create the impression that he was paying strict at-
tention to historical details. This also became one of the
practices of the Romantic; dramatists. Among the titles of melo-






Marguerite d 1 Anjou , Pierre le Grand,
Jean sans Peur , Charles le Te^miraire , Charles VII , Louis II,




£tuart, etc. Does this not show that
Dumas and Hugo were not the first to treat historical subjects
with some degree of historical accuracy? The attempts to
achieve historical accuracy led to the emphasis of local color
which became of such importance tn the Romantic drama. But,
did any Romantic drama display more local color than the fol-
io zing description of the first act of Christophe Golomb ?
Le theatre est partage' en deux parties horizontales
La pnrtie suoe'rieure repre'sente l'arri^re du vaisseau monte'
par Colomb, depuis le msit d'artimon jusn^ a la proue. La par-
tie in'?e'rieure represente la chambre dite du conseil... On y
voit quelques meubles amarre*s, une table, des barils, des
coffres, des tabourets... Le rond de la chambre est garni de
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petites croisees, par lesquelles on aper^oit la iner.
Pendant 1' ouverture t qui peint d'abord une teaip6te vio-
lente,©n entend derriSre le rideau les command ements faits
d'une voix forte par le maUttre d f equipage, et toujours pre-
cedes d'un coup de si~flet*
Cargue la grande voile! Cargue la misainei Cargue 1$
artimoni Nous touchons... Tout le monde sur l'atrant. . . (On
€ntend le bruit que font les gens de l 1 equipage en coarant
de l'arrie*re a l'avant) Du monde a" la porape... Gharpentier
a* la caleJ... Bouche la voie d'eau. ..(A ce violent tumulte
succede par degre's le beau temps, dont l'orchestre exprime
le re tour ^ Hors le grand foci Hisse les huniersi Borde 1' ar-
timoni Dresse la barrel...
And, to make the scene more realistic, we find that the In-
dians introduced in the later acts scea&iheir own Indian
dialect! Pixere'cort tells us in the Observation that pre-
cedes this playihat "Tout y est strictement conform! a la
verite. Le nublic pensera sans doute comme mei qu'i^eut
e'te completemnet ridicule de prater notre langage a des
hommes qui voient t>our la preraidre ^ois des Europeens. I'ai
done donne aux habitants de l T £le Guanahani l'idiome des
Antilles, que j'ai puise dans le flictionnaire caralbe com-
pose par le R.P. Raymond Breton, et inrorime a Auxerre'.' Do
not the efforts of the Romantic dramatists to achieve a
true local color pale when contrasted with the results <^
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obtained by this man and some of the other melodramatists?
The drame romantinue took over all o f the "avorite
tricks of the m£lodrame :- the murders, the duels, the poison-
ings, the intrigues, the disguises, the recognitions, the
surprising situations, the hidden doors, the escapes, and
numerous others. Dumas brought the me* lodrame into the drame
romanti ?ue with Henri III et sa eour* The secret passage,
the astrologer and his laboratory, the forgotten handjbrchief
,
and the arousal of physiological emotion by forcing 1 £j. Du-
chesse to write the letter to Saint-Me'grin by shaking her
hand with the iron gauntlet, is not all this hut melodrama?
The use of physio logica^4mot ion t as has been noted, was one of
the chief factors contributing to the success of the melodrame .
The disguises and poisonings in Lucrece Borgia; the murders
in La Tour de Uesle ; the fatal horn, the conspirators who en-
ter 11 en grands manteaux, chapeaux rabattus, " the domino
noir at the final ball, who remains motionless when one speaks
to him and in whose eyes one sees "luire une flamme" and ho
replies with a voice "se'pulcrale autant qui on peut le dire,"
in Hernani ; and, numerous other elements in these and other
Romantic dramas; do not these elements suggest melodramatic pr#
ceedings? The excess action and the artificial and com; licated
intrigue are also inherited "rom the the me'lodrame.
The underlying theme of Hugo's works was antithesis * This
very antithesis was also the foundation o the melodrama. In
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the preface of Lucr^ce Borgia
.
Hugo says, "Prenez la dif-
formite' morale la plus hideuse, la plus repoussante, la plus
cora^l£te; placez-la la ou elle ressort le mieux, dans le
coeur d , une femme avec toutes les conditions de la beaute
physique et de la grandeur royale qui donnent de la saillie
au orime, et niaintenant melez st iboute cette diffornate* morale
mi sentiment pur, le plus pur que la femme "ouisse 6"orouver,
le sentiment maternel; dans votre monstre mettez une m§re; et
le monstre inxeressers , et le monstre fera pleurer, et cette
creature qui faisait peur £ara piti6, et cette a*me difforme
deviendra pre a.que belle a" vos yeux. La maternity purifiant
la difformite' morale, voila LucrS'ce Borgia * " And a similar
statement precedes le_ Hoi s 1 amuse ; but, in this case the dif-
fommity is physical- both of these plays illustrate the anti-
thesis in one character .But , it is nevertheless, the same
oppesition of vice and virtue which dominated the m^lodrame *
Does He rnani contain the Romantic formula? Then let us
strip it of the verse and see how close it is to the melodrame
,
"le find dona ^ol, the virtuous woman; don Ruy Gomez, the villajrt;
Hernani, the hero; and the King as the fourth character who
eventually aids the hero; and to heighten the contrast, the
hero is a bandit and the heroine is a noblewoman.lt is necessrs.
ary to obtain the greatest possible effect; and, this is pro-
duced b/ the introduction of the fatal cor. ".Vhenthe cor sounds
Hernani must die and to heighten the contrast, the cor is hedfA
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when Hernani, the disguised bandit, has again become a noble-
man and is at the height of joy and power* It differs from
the formula of the mSlodrame only in the death of the hero
and the heroine; in the melodrame . the hero and the heroine
usually live happily ever after* But it is an open question as
to which of the endings is the more ridiculous*
Hugo went back to Diderot, Beaumarchais , Sedaine , and
Mercier when he began to expound philosophical theses in his
works* Tor example, He rnani presenting the opposition of a
bandit to a king may be termed an attempt to expound democrat-
ic theories; in Huy Bias , the love of a lackey for a queen
may be a blow aimed at the division of classes; or^ in^ Antony
we see M moi against society and much of the success of this
ilay has been attributed to its anti-social significance* In
the preface of Lucrece Borgia , we are reminded of Diderot's
ideas when Hugo says, "Aussi espere-t-il(the author) bien,
Dieu aidant, ne developper jamais sur la scene (du moins tant
que dureront les temps slrieux ou nQUs^tjg&£|)
„
que des
choses pleines de lemons et de conseils. n The melod ramie had
take-over from the drame bourgeois the effort to edify and
present a moral lesson; and* now the drame roountique accept-
it from the melodrame*
Victor Hugo's two chief contributions to the drame ro-
mantique which were to make it slightly different ^rom the
melodrame were the use of verse and the emphasis of the pas-
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sion of love. In a pure melodrama if the hero wished to
show his love he would carry away the heroine to the moun-
tains in the midst of a hail of "bullets; hut, the romantic
hero, Hernani
.
^or example, has 'Mlans d 1 amours furieux"
—
he loves, suffers, and despairs; but, on the other hand, he
approaches the melodramatic "par l'exces de ses passions, par
ses attitudes theatrales, par ses e'clats de voix, par ses su-
bites fureurs et ses abattements excessifs."
The use of verse, we found, was not necessary to the Ro-
mantic drama, according to the preface de Cromwell . But
,
Hugo
in writing Hernani did write much admirable verse; one cannot
deny its excellence in many places. However, the verse had no
orpper place in the drama and was merfc/y a surface covering for
an ordinary m«lodrama« The dramas of Hugo written in verse are
only melodramas written by a poet of genius (for poetry, not the
theatre^ The drame romantique was essentially more lyrical than d
dramatic and Hugo's contribution was missing throughout the 18th
century.
Victor Hugo was not the discoverer of some new dramatic
form; for, as has been demonstrated, his conceptions were
neither new nor revolutionary. He merely took all o" the inno-
vations o the 18th century and added to them his gift of lyrical
expression. But, this new manner of presentation of his doctrines,
and the exaggerated emphasis o 7 his own importanceand the import-
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ance of his ideas and his work, surely give him a T>lace apart
from his predecessors* Were he alive today he would certainly he a
highly successful press-agent for any article or idea; he was a
propagandist o" no mean ability. And, the Hollywood producers
might well turn to the works of Dumas and Hugo for new material
for all-talking, natural color moving-pictures, especially those
written in prose; they certainly could find ample material for
numerous gorgeous spectacles. We must, however, give Hugo and
Dumas credit for having dealt the final blow to the already
tottering and nearly dead classical tragedy; but, on the other
hand we must recognize the fact that they delated, to some extent,
the rise of the social drama of the latter half of the 19th century
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